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AMERICA
continues to have a financial health problem.
Despite historically low unemployment rates
and modest wage growth, these headlines aren’t
telling the full story of our financial lives.
The Financial Solutions
Lab (FinLab) – a $30
million, five-year initiative
managed by the Center
for Financial Services
Innovation (CFSI)
with founding partner
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
– is on a mission to help
identify, test, and bring to
scale promising innovations
that can improve financial
health in America.

The FinLab's core belief is that

we intensified our focus on diversity

innovative new products and

in solutions, customer focus,

business models can significantly

founding teams, and employees.

improve the financial health of
millions of people across the
U.S. Through our annual
Challenges, we select innovative
organizations with the greatest
potential to improve consumer
financial health and provide
them with the tools to succeed,
including capital, mentoring,

In this fourth annual “Snapshot”
report, we share data and insights
regarding FinLab applicant trends
as well as shifts and interesting
dynamics we have observed within
the broader fintech landscape.
We also discuss what we would
like to see more of in the future.

and industry connections.

We hope this report is useful for

We remain convinced that the teams

advocates, advisors, researchers,

and products best positioned to

and others who share our mission

improve financial health are those

of improving consumer financial

that are committed to addressing

health in America. You can learn

the broad range of financial

more about the FinLab, CFSI,

challenges facing underserved

and the winners of each of our

populations. Accordingly, for

Challenges here.

entrepreneurs, investors, regulators,

the FinLab’s fourth Challenge,

The U.S. Financial Health Pulse™, a groundbreaking research initiative from CFSI designed to shed light on the financial
lives of people in America, reveals that only 28 percent of consumers are financially healthy. The rest of Americans,
despite being more integrated into the financial system than ever, struggle to manage their day-to-day finances and
lack a path toward seizing opportunity and achieving financial security.

Only 28 percent of consumers are financially healthy.

28%
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APPLICANT TRENDS
In response to our fourth Challenge, the FinLab
received 311 applications – a sign that there continues
to be a robust field of entrepreneurs dedicated to
improving consumer financial health in America.
This year, we shifted our focus from increasing the number of applicants
to broadening our reach into diverse communities, but the number of
applications we received was roughly in line with previous years. We continue
to see evolution in product focus among applicants, as well as a number of
interesting trends within our applicant pool.

STAGE
As in previous years, the majority

past years. The median amount of

was $350,000 and the average was

of applicants were very early-stage.

capital raised across all applicants

$1.3 million. The majority of our

A significant portion of applicants

was $27,000, while the average

applicants also continue to rely on

were pre-product, with a third

amount was $780,000, representing

lean teams. Almost half reported

reporting that they had no users.

an increase of 32 percent over 2017

that they have between three and

Forty-two percent of applicants had

and an 84 percent increase over

five employees, and an additional

not raised any outside capital, which

2016. Among those who had some

20 percent reported that they have

is roughly on par with the rate in

external funding, the median amount

between one and two.

Capital Raised by FinLab Applicants

Funding Tier

$0

$1-$499,999

$500,000-$1,000,000

$1,000,000-$4,999,999

$5,000,000+

% of Applicants

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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Team Size of FinLab Applicants
1-2 employees

Team Size

3-5 employees

6-10 employees

11-20 employees

>20 employees

% of Applicants

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

LOCATION
As in previous years, the FinLab

Area. It is notable that applications

years in a row. After New York and

applicants are concentrated in the

from the Bay Area fell from 20

California, the states with the highest

tech hubs of the country. Although

percent in 2016 to 14 percent in

number of applicants were Georgia

we received applications from

2017. While they rose back up slightly

(17 applicants), Massachusetts (17),

companies based in 34 different

to 15 percent this year, they have

Illinois (16), and Texas (16).

states, a third are based in New

been outnumbered by New York

York City or the San Francisco Bay

City-based applicants the past two
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PRODUCT CATEGORY
This year, we also saw some
significant shifts in product
categories. One notable change
was a drop in investment-focused
products; only 5 percent of this
year’s applicants identified as
primarily in the investing category,
down from 14 percent in 2017.
A robust 75 percent of applicants
indicated that their products fit into
multiple categories, signaling that
companies are continuing to build
complex businesses to address

that aim to address issues outside

much more than just finances, which

consumers’ interdependent financial

of a consumer’s immediate financial

reinforces CFSI’s recent approach to

needs. While most of our applicants

life, including healthcare, utility

collaborate across adjacent sectors

continue to be financial services

usage, housing, and education.

to improve the financial health of

providers, over 20 percent of this

This highlights how the financial

underserved populations.

year’s applicants offer products

lives of consumers encompass

100%

Other
Insurance
Savings
Investing

% of Applicants

75%

Payments
Credit
Planning

50%

25%

0%

2017

2018
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MOTIVATION FOR APPLYING
Over the past four years, the FinLab
has built a reputation for helping
innovative businesses succeed
and scale so they can improve the
financial lives of U.S. consumers.
Above all else, applicants report
that they want to be a part of the
FinLab so they can join a community
dedicated to improving consumer
financial health, with 40 percent
indicating that mission alignment
was one of their primary motivators
for applying. The resources that

Few companies report applying

the underlying purpose behind the

the program provides – including

solely for the monetary investment,

FinLab, but also show the need for

networking opportunities,

with only 16 percent of applicants

more mission-aligned investors with

mentorship, and deep financial

indicating capital was a primary

deep financial services expertise.

services expertise – also attracted

motivator for applying. We believe

many of this year’s applicants.

these sentiments not only validate

Motivations for Joining FinLab
Mission Alignment

40%

Motivations

Networking Opportunities

39%

Mentorship

34%

CFSI’s Knowledge
of Financial Services

32%
29%

Partnership Opportunities
Capital

16%

Exposure/Credibility

10%

Build Scale

10%

% of Applicants

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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FINTECH TRENDS

1

Alternative underwriting models are expanding
access for underserved populations

The traditional credit score-

addition to, or instead of, their

including companies such

based underwriting model has

FICO or other credit score.

as Upstart, SoFi, and Avant.

created a widespread catch-22.

The type and amount of data

However, these first-wave

In order to access mainstream

that can be collected about

companies generally combine

credit products, a consumer

consumers has increased

alternative data with traditional

needs to have some history of

significantly in the past decade,

credit history-based decisioning,

using these products. This is no

from mobile phone and social

improving lending decisions

small issue; the CFPB found that

media data to more detailed

and risk assessments only for

45 million people in America are

cash flow and transactional

customers who already have

“unscorable,” with either no credit

history records. In addition,

access to mainstream credit

history or credit history so limited

machine learning and big data

products. We are impressed by

or out of date it can’t be scored.

analytics now allow a more

the recent emergence of

As a result, millions of thin and

accurate understanding of how

sophisticated business models

no-file consumers are excluded

this data relates to an individual’s

applying alternative underwriting

from accessing traditional credit

creditworthiness. The use of non-

to expand access to credit for

products. Alternative credit

traditional data in underwriting

populations who have been

underwriting relies on non-credit

has been around for some time,

excluded because of their lack

related data about a consumer in

with the first wave of innovation

of credit history.

1

1

“Data Point: Credit Invisibles,” CFPB, May 2015.
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Two companies in the FinLab’s

as reliably as borrowers with prime

populations who have traditionally

2018 cohort use alternative

credit scores, creating a new asset

lacked access. Other early-stage

credit underwriting in this way.

class they call Future-Prime™.

companies in this space include

Sixup provides student loans

Petal offers a no-fee credit card

Oxygen, which uses cash flow

to high-achieving, low-income

with no credit score required. By

underwriting to provide a line of

students with little to no credit

underwriting based on a person’s

credit to gig workers, and Solo

history – funding the gap between

cash flow – their history of income

Funds, a mobile lending platform

a student’s financial aid package

and expenses – and other data,

for loans under $1,000, which

and the cost of college attendance.

Petal is able to offer credit cards

assigns borrowers a “Solo Score”

Unlike traditional student loan

to thin-file and no-file borrowers

estimating their likelihood to

underwriters, Sixup doesn’t require

with APRs and credit limits normally

repay. While we are excited by this

a credit score, credit history, or a

reserved for those with prime

trend, the ability of these types

co-signer. Through its proprietary

credit scores.

of businesses to succeed at scale

outcomes-based credit model,

will ultimately depend in large

Sixup uses predictive data,

These are just two examples

part on secondary investors being

including student academics and

from a robust field of companies

willing to buy non-FICO based loan

financial information, to identify

employing creative models relying

receivables and the overall market

students who will repay their loans

on alternative data to offer credit to

liquidity of these assets.

2

More action-oriented products

Over the past several years, we

personal financial management

financial management fintechs

have observed an evolution in

chatbot app Penny earlier this

like Personal Capital and Albert

consumer fintech from tools that

year; and the inclusion of this

(FinLab 2016) also highlight this

provide aggregated information,

functionality in many incumbent

trend with features that include

to products giving advice to users,

bank apps further confirms our

aggregation-based budgeting

and, finally, to products that enable

opinion. As the fintech sector and

tools, financial planning advice,

users to take action. We believe that

artificial intelligence continue to

and an integrated platform to act

this third wave of action-oriented

mature, we believe that products

on this information. FinLab 2018

products is the most viable in

that only go one step further

cohort members WinWin, which

today’s ecosystem and also has the

by incorporating advice with

helps users save small amounts

greatest impact on improving users’

data aggregation will follow a

of money through prizes and

financial health. We stated in this

similar path of commoditization

gamification, and Goalsetter, a

report last year that broad personal

and consolidation.

gift-giving, savings, and financial

financial management tools like

education platform for children,

Mint, which largely made up the

In contrast, we remain bullish

are good examples of business

first wave of consumer fintech, have

on products that enable and

models based around enabling

become commoditized. The recent

encourage users to take action.

and driving action. They also

shuttering of players in this space,

You can see this trend in new

showcase the large positive

such as Level Money and Prosper

features from incumbents in this

impact these action-oriented

Daily; the consolidation of players,

space, such as bill pay and “Goals”

products can have on improving

such as Credit Karma acquiring

by Mint. More recent personal

their users’ financial health.
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3

Making complex systems easy

Among products focused on driving

the life settlement market (the

pre-tax benefits, transforming the

customer action, some of the most

sale of a life insurance policy to

countless forms and decisions

exciting are businesses that are

a third party). Disrupting a slow

typically required into an easy,

able to simplify complex systems

moving, paper-based industry with

intuitive user experience. Like

to create a much more streamlined

digital processes and automation

Mason Finance, Alice’s platform

experience for users. This trend,

allows Mason Finance to cut out

uses technology and smart design

of course, has been at the heart

middlemen and drastically reduce

to not only improve the experience

of fintech and the broader digital

the time and expense of selling a

for users, but also to expand the

revolution for decades. From web

life insurance policy. The company

market. Alice makes it easy and

and mobile banking eliminating the

is not only improving the experience

cost-effective for employers to

need to visit a bank branch to email

and payout for its customers,

provide hourly employees the

and in-app messaging replacing

but also expanding the potential

same (or better) pre-tax benefits

paper statements, reducing

marketplace to include more low-

that are often only made available

friction has been a hallmark of the

to moderate-income people by

to white-collar workers. Another

technological advances of the past

making it feasible to sell smaller-

example is Eversafe (FinLab

30-plus years.

value policies. Mason Finance’s

2017), which applies technology

goal is to help seniors recover

to protect the financial health of

some of the $128 billion in life

seniors and their family members.

insurance policies that lapse each

The company automates the

year in the U.S.

otherwise onerous but crucially

We are enthusiastic supporters
of companies that are improving
user experience by applying
technology to the nooks and
crannies of financial services

Alice, also a member of the 2018

that have avoided disruption so

FinLab cohort, is another great

far. One example in our FinLab

example of this trend. Its business

2018 cohort is Mason Finance,

drastically simplifies the process

whose first product is modernizing

for employees to enroll in and use

important task of monitoring
bank and investment accounts,
credit cards, and credit data for
erratic activity and shares alerts
with members – as well as their
designated trusted contacts.
Tech-driven nonprofits are
also effectively streamlining
complex processes to improve
user experience. For example,
Upsolve has developed software
that allows financially distressed
individuals to determine quickly
if they are a good fit for Chapter
7 bankruptcy. If they are, the
platform collects the information
necessary to auto-populate the
thick stack of complicated and
confusing forms and prepares
their petition in a fraction of the
time it would normally take.
10

4

Hybrid platforms combining AI and human interaction

The past couple of years have

Resolve (FinLab 2018), for example,

check on the advice the algorithm

seen much excitement about AI

uses AI to help determine the

provides. It also helps these

revolutionizing financial services.

best course of action for users

products deliver more nuanced,

One common consumer-facing

in financial distress, but its

emotionally appropriate service.

model is to combine several

user experience also includes

In our experience, fully automated

AI-related buzzwords, such

touchpoints with human “debt

consumer-facing AI applications

as machine learning, deep

coaches” to answer questions

continue to struggle with these

learning, and big data analytics,

and guide users through the

areas. Beyond that, including

in an attempt to provide fully

process. Similarly, Grove (FinLab

human interaction helps these

automated, personalized

2017) provides users with

businesses build trust with users,

recommendations and insights on

personalized, actionable financial

a key challenge for nearly all

a wide variety of financial topics

plans through a hybrid model that

financial service providers.

to users at incredibly low marginal

relies on an automated “financial

cost. So far, we haven’t seen a

planning engine,” coupled with

convincing product along these

scheduled calls and on-demand

lines emerge.

access to a (human) Certified

We have seen success, however,

Financial Planner.

in companies applying AI more

Involving a human being as a part

narrowly to specific topics, often

of the user experience – either

involving some element of human

at planned intervals, on demand,

interaction at key moments.

or both – can serve as a useful
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LOOKING FORWARD

1

New ways of building trust

The successes and struggles of

trustworthiness in many ways,

users’ and demonstrate that

tech companies in building and

from prominently communicating

they are trustworthy. These can

maintaining the trust of their users

data encryption practices and

range from providing complete

is a hugely important topic that is

the protection of FDIC insurance,

transparency on how a company

receiving a great deal of attention.

to providing 24/7 live customer

makes recommendations and uses

Building trust can be especially

service and explaining product

customer data to establishing a

challenging for early-stage fintech

features and fees without technical

fiduciary standard of care toward

companies, which are often trying

jargon. We encourage these

users. We also believe that

to convince customers to entrust

types of trust-building as useful

measuring consumer outcomes

them with a significant part of their

for businesses and beneficial to

and working to improve the

livelihood, as well as their most

users, but we hope to see fintechs

impact of products on users’

sensitive financial information.

adopt additional innovative ways

financial health is key to building

Fintechs seek to demonstrate their

to align their interests with their

long-term trust.

Because measurement is often the first step toward improvement,
CFSI has developed a Financial Health Score® Toolkit to help
financial service providers diagnose, track, and ultimately improve
their customers’ financial health.
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2

More blockchain technology applied to low- and moderateincome populations

While the fever-pitch hype

many financial services that LMI

surrounding all things crypto has

populations rely on. There are

died down somewhat since last

some promising early-stage uses

year, we are disappointed that,

of this technology in each of these

as the dust settles, we aren’t

areas, including Ripple and Abra

seeing more businesses offering

in remittances; Element, Civic,

blockchain-based products for

BanQue, and Bloom in identity;

low- and moderate-income (LMI)

and WeTrust in lending. In the

consumers. From international

coming years, however, we hope

remittances to identity verification

to see many more innovative

to lending, we believe that

applications of these technologies

blockchain and distributed

in consumer-facing financial

ledger technology have a great

services, especially those used

deal of untapped potential to

by LMI populations.

improve and lower the costs of

3

Continued innovation in distribution channels
B2B2C (business to business to

benefits, including employer-

consumer) and B2B2E (business

sponsored loan repayment, a

to business to employee). In the

refinancing marketplace, and

fourth year of this report, we think

roundup contributions. We

that this point is worth reiterating,

have also seen promising use

as we believe that there is still

of education-based distribution

substantial room for growth in

channels by companies such

these channels. We are especially

as Sixup (FinLab 2018) and

excited about the increase in B2B2E

Edquity, which helps high school

distribution, where we are starting

students understand the financial

to see businesses offering more

considerations of their college

sophisticated financial services via

choice and submit their annual

employers. In fact, the FinLab’s fifth

FAFSA form for financial aid.

Challenge will be focused entirely

Moving forward, we hope to see

on innovative financial products

continued growth and evolution of

In each of our previous Snapshot

offered through the employer

products in these channels, as well

reports, we have remarked on the

channel (see the callout box on p. 15

as the development and testing of

potential (and some of the risks) in

for more information). For example,

entirely new distribution models.

distribution channels other than

FutureFuel.io (FinLab 2018)

direct to consumer, especially

provides student debt-focused
13

CONCLUSION
Once again, we are incredibly humbled by the quantity and
quality of organizations that applied for this FinLab Challenge.
While millions of people in America continue to struggle with their
financial health, we remain excited by the innovation in business
models and products designed to meet these needs – especially
for traditionally underserved populations. The passion of the teams
building these products and their understanding of the problems
they are working to solve reaffirms our belief that by working together,
we can help everyone in America better manage their day-to-day
finances, build financial resilience, and seize opportunities.
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F I N L A B 2 0 1 8 S N A P S H O T: A D D I T I O N A L U P D AT E S

FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS LAB CHALLENGE 5

Helping Employees Achieve
Financial Wellness Through
Workplace Solutions

In response to the growing

minimal work has been done

The FinLab will support a small

demand from employers to

to understand which solutions

cohort of workplace financial

provide higher-quality benefits to

truly impact the financial lives of

health fintechs with capital,

their employees, the fifth FinLab

employees. Furthermore, many

networking, mentorship, and

Challenge focuses on fintechs

employer-distributed offerings

other resources to optimize

providing innovative workplace

focus solely on providing financial

their offerings, demonstrate the

financial health products. We are

content or education. CFSI

importance of employer-provided

selecting solutions that go beyond

research suggests, however, that

financial health innovations, and

traditional retirement benefits to

approaches that create a link

develop an understanding of what

help employees, especially low-

between financial education and

delivers value for both consumers

and moderate-income employees,

an opportunity to take action

and employers.

address other areas of their

have greater potential than

financial lives, including savings,

solutions that focus on education

small-dollar credit, income

alone. To help the industry

smoothing, and debt repayment.

understand which workplace

While there is currently a great
deal of excitement surrounding
financial wellness benefits,

2

For more information, please
visit http://finlab.cfsinnovation.
com/workplace-challenge.

solutions actually drive change,
we will also work to measure
these products’ impact on both
employers and employees.

2

“Driving Towards Impact: The Emergence of
Financial Capability,” CFSI, August 2014.
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FINTECH-NONPROFIT WORKING GROUP

Creating Productive Partnerships
to Support Struggling Consumers

Partnerships between fintechs

from the group. The Working

a nonprofit member of the 2015

and nonprofits can create a

Group is sponsored by the

FinLab cohort, is also testing the

productive bridge that brings

FinLab, with additional support

integration of SelfLender’s credit-

tech-based financial health

from the Principal Foundation.

building product into its Trusted

solutions to struggling consumers
and delivers insights from
underserved communities to
inform product design. The CFSI
Fintech-Nonprofit Partnerships
Working Group was established
in 2017 to help facilitate such
collaborations and capture
learnings about how to make
them work effectively. The
Working Group now includes
more than 40 fintech providers
and nonprofits and provides peerlearning opportunities, curated
introductions, and grant support
to pilot partnerships emerging

Examples of pilot partnerships
emerging from the Working
Group include the Credit
Builders Alliance (CBA) adding

Advisor solution, a tech-enabled
financial counseling program
offered as a workplace benefit
primarily for low-wage workers.

Nova Credit's (FinLab 2017)

The Working Group continues to

reports to its Access service,

evolve with a focus on building

which currently allows nonprofit

an inclusive, vibrant platform for

lenders to access TransUnion,

fintech providers and nonprofits

Experian, and LexisNexis credit

to work together on solutions that

reports. Nova’s reports provide

improve consumer financial health.

credit information from foreign

You can find more information on

credit bureaus, increasing

the Working Group’s objectives and

CBA members’ ability to serve

opportunities to participate here.

immigrants in the United
States. Neighborhood Trust,
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POLICY AND FINTECH

Monitoring the Changing
Regulatory Landscape

The past year has seen several

filed suit to block the OCC.

At the state level, many

federal and state policy

While the fintech charter

governments are prioritizing

developments with the

announcement captured more

consumer protection in response

potential to impact fintech

headlines, we believe that the

to the federal government’s new

providers significantly.

OCC’s conditional approval of

regulatory posture. For example,

Varo Money’s de novo bank

Pennsylvania officials have formed

charter in September is more

a consumer protection unit, and

important. If Varo receives federal

in California, Governor-elect Gavin

deposit insurance approval from

Newsom began building a similar

the FDIC, it would become the first

unit during his time as lieutenant

all-mobile bank in the U.S. Finally,

governor. The re-emergence

the OCC also launched an effort

of state-led consumer protection

to modernize the Community

regulations could be more difficult

Reinvestment Act (CRA), seeking

to navigate for providers who

input on how it should modify

have emerged in the last decade

CRA requirements to reflect a

and have built their compliance

banking system that is becoming

and policy operations to

increasingly digital and less

focus on federal requirements.

branch-based. The OCC is also

The Conference of State Bank

interested in expanding the

Supervisors continues to move

number of CRA-eligible products

forward with its Vision 2020

and services, which could have a

plan, which seeks to streamline

substantial impact on the banking

the licensing process for

industry and those who depend

fintech companies and enable

on CRA dollars to fund their

state regulators to adopt an

organizations or projects.

integrated, 50-state licensing and

At the federal level, the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency
(OCC) has been especially active.
After years of debate, the OCC
announced that it would begin
accepting applications for
special-purpose national bank
charters for fintechs. However,
much uncertainty remains
regarding which activities the
charter would allow and what
value a charter offers for fintechs.
As this report goes to press, we
are unaware of any companies
that have applied for the new
charter. The Conference of State
Bank Supervisors (CSBS) has
threatened to try to block the
OCC from issuing charters and the
New York State Department
of Financial Services has already

supervisory system.
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DIVERSITY EFFORTS

2018 Diversity Survey Results

With more than half of the country

a successful company. Some of

For the third year in a row,

struggling financially, we believe

our efforts included increasing

we also asked applicants to

teams that include a wide variety

the FinLab’s presence in markets

complete a voluntary survey

of backgrounds and experiences

outside of Silicon Valley, San

on the diversity of their teams.

are best suited to build products

Francisco, and New York City.

that resonate with a broad,

To accomplish this, we hosted

diverse customer base. As such,

events and developed our network

the FinLab remains committed to

with investors, incubators, and

improving our efforts to support

entrepreneurs in communities

and promote diversity in the early-

such as Detroit, Atlanta, Chicago,

stage consumer fintech market.

and Washington, D.C. We also

This year, we expanded our
activities to identify and recruit
applicants who view team diversity
as a critical factor in building

explicitly asked applicants to
share in their application how
they intend to serve a broad,
diverse customer base.

This year, 64 companies
responded, representing 21
percent of the total applicant
pool. While this sample is not
random and too small to be
representative of our applicants,
we believe that sharing this
information can help advance
our collective understanding
of diversity in the early-stage
fintech sector.
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Key Findings
DIVERSITY FOCUS

AGE

94%
of survey respondents said team diversity is important
or very important to their company (count = 64),
and that the desire to understand the perspectives
of others is important or very important to their
company (count = 52).

40

46

The average age of founders of for-profits is 40
(count = 40). For nonprofits, the average age is
46 (count = 3).

GENDER

61%

of for-profit survey respondents
identified one or more founders
as female (count = 40).

Note: These results are reflective of an opt-in survey on the topic
of diversity. 2017 data from Crunchbase reports that only 17 percent
of startups globally have at least one female founder.

Survey respondents with female founders have more balanced
employee gender ratios.
Among survey respondents reporting no female founders, the

This finding mirrors the results from a recent survey

average gender ratio of employees was reported 2:1 male/

conducted by Funders Club, which found that U.S.

female. The addition of at least one female founder brought

technology startups with at least one female founder

that ratio closer to 1:1, however. While the sample size is small,

have teams where 48 percent of members are women, on

this seems to support the hypothesis that greater diversity

average (twice the average reported by U.S. technology

among leadership results in more diverse organizations.

startups with no female founders).
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Key Findings
RACE

28%
of survey respondents reported one or more
founders as Asian or Pacific Islander

21%
have founders of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin

19%
have black or African-American founders

11%

CAPITAL RAISED BY
GENDER AND RACE
Among all CEOs

Among CEOs identifying
as a person of color

$165K female

$0 female

$400K male

$90K male

Survey respondents with a female CEO
(count = 10) reported having raised
$165,000, on average. Survey respondents
with a male CEO (count = 27) reported
having raised $400,000, on average, nearly
2.5 times the amount reported by female
CEOs. For female CEOs who identify as
a person of color (count = 2), the average
amount of capital raised dropped to $0.
For male CEOs who identify as a person
of color (count = 8), the average amount
of capital raised also dropped to $90,000.

For a more nuanced discussion of the state of diversity in fintech
– and the FinLab’s strategy to improve diversity – visit our blog
post at http://finlab.cfsinnovation.com/insights/2018diversity.
Note: These results are reflective of an opt-in survey on the topic

have founders who are Native American
or Alaska natives

of diversity and are not reflective of the breakdown of our total
applicant pool. (count = 42)
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